WHAT IS ZULAFLY?
ZulaFly's primary goal is to protect your people and assets in a way no other
system can.That's why we created Fuzion, a unique solution providing Staff
Safety, Patient and Resident Locating, Asset Tracking and Management,
Temperature Monitoring, and Mobility across multiple industries.

Platform that Works.
We are taking the power of GPS to your place of business. Have you
considered the value of a GPS & Real-Time Locating System in your
workplace so you know where things are inside and outside of the facility?
Your people and assets are far too valuable to leave their security to
chance. Fuzion adds peace of mind and efficiency to your business.

What sets ZulaFly apart? Consider this example: Fuzion can
alert when a vehicle is moving during off hours, while providing location information on people and equipment inside the facility and capital assets at a job site.While there are companies that offer RTLS or
GPS, ZulaFly is unique in that we offer one platform that does both.

Fuzion is a real-time data gathering system that
integrates data from other systems and presents it
in a customizable, easy-to-use interface. Much of
the data consists of real-time locating systems
(RTLS), RFID and GPS data. At the same time, any
external data source that provides a means to
export data can be incorporated.The non-industry
specific platform design allows for customization
based on specific needs and workflow. Fuzion
provides the ability to report on all data that is
collected and flexibility to tailor the verbiage in the
solution to match your own.

Protect your people. Preserve your
assets. Save time and money. ZulaFly
knows what matters most to you.
We'd love to build a relationship
with you and discover how
our versatile system maximizes
the potential of your business.

Additionally, our solution provides staff members with a badge that
has a button press fitting easily on your lanyard. Pushing the button
sends an email, text, or push notification to anyone inside or
outside the facility in real-time, letting the recipient know who is
asking for help and where they are located.
The team at ZulaFly understands when your people and assets are
protected, your bottom line is too. Asset tracking tags placed on
equipment reduce theft, over-purchasing and also saves time spent
locating items.

Schedule your demo today.
Call 844.ZULAFLY or email info@ZulaFly.com

www.ZulaFly.com
Let us be your fly on the wall.

